
1) Long shadows 
Sunset 
ACoK, Arya IV - The sun was low to the west, and the houses cast long dark shadows. [Ser Amory 
Lorch attacks the Night’s Watch travellers] 
ACoK, Arya V - By the time she reached it, the long shadows of sunset had begun to fade, and the 
lantern bugs were coming out. [Arya approaches the village where villagers are being tortutred and 
killed daily by Clegane’s men] 
ASoS, Bran II - But late on the afternoon of that second day, as the shadows grew long, a mystery 
knight appeared in the lists. [Tourney at Harrenhal, precipitating Robert’s Rebellion] 
ASoS, Bran II - The day was growing old by then, and long shadows were creeping down the 
mountainsides to send black fingers through the pines. [After Meera finishes the story] 
AFFC, Capt of the Guards - The shadows of the afternoon were long and dark and the sun was as red 
and swollen as the prince's joints before they glimpsed the towers of Sunspear to the east. [The Sand 
Snakes threaten to rebel over Prince Doran’s inaction in the face of Prince Oberyn’s death] 
ADWD, Bran I - Ahead, shadows began to steal between the trees, the long fingers of the dusk. Dark 
came early this far north. [Coldhand leaves to deal with mutineering Night’s Watch brothers at 
Craster’s] 
ADwD, Jon IV - By the time they returned to the surface, the shadows of the afternoon were 
growing long. [Jon gives Stannis a plan to attack the Boltons/ironborn in the North and acquires 
some wildlings to man the Wall: this causes tensions amongst the Night’s Watch brothers, factors 
leading to Jon’s assassination] 
ADWD, Jon IX - Finally, as the shadows of the afternoon grew long outside the tent, Tormund 
Giantsbane—Tall-Talker, Horn-Blower, and Breaker of Ice, Tormund Thunderfist, Husband to Bears, 
Mead-King of Ruddy Hall, Speaker to Gods and Father of Hosts—thrust out his hand. [Jon acquires 
yet more wildlings, leading to further tensions and more reasons to assassinate him] 
The Hedge Knight - The shadows of the afternoon were growing long when Dunk reined up on the 
edge of broad Ashford Meadow. [Dunk’s attendance at the Ashford Tourney indirectly leads to 
Baelor Breakspear’s death and a dearth of strong Targaryen leadership in the decades that followed] 
The Mystery Knight - The day seemed darker when Dunk stepped from the Snail's tent. The clouds in 
the east had grown bigger and blacker, and the sun was sinking to the west, casting long shadows 
across the yard. [Dunk and Egg uncover the Second Blackfyre Rebellion, leading to the execution of 
the key players] 
 
Death 
AGoT, Dany IX - "The grave casts long shadows, Iron Lord," Mirri said. "Long and dark, and in the end 
no light can hold them back." 
Things representing death 
AGoT, Arya III -  Huge empty eyes stared at her hungrily through the gloom, and dimly she saw the 
jagged shadows of long teeth. [Dragon skulls: dragons are “death and devastation” (Dany III, 
ADWD)] 
AGoT, Dany IV - The bronze stallions threw long shadows across the waving grasses as Khal Drogo 
led the khalasar under their hooves and down the godsway, his bloodriders beside him. [The 
Dothraki acquire statues by sacking cities: each statue therefore represents the death of an entire 
city] 
AFFC, Cersei VII - The torches on the back wall threw the long, barbed shadow of the Iron Throne 
halfway to the doors. [The Iron Throne is made of swords, representing death, by Aegon the 
Conqueror, who killed thousands to unite the kingdoms] 
ADWD, The Prince of Winterfell - Lord Stark had not treated him cruelly, but the long steel 
shadow of his greatsword had always been between them. He was kind to me, but never warm. He 
knew that one day he might need to put me to death. 
People 



AGoT, Tyrion I - Clegane cast a long shadow across the hard-packed earth as his squire lowered the 
black helm over his head. "I could silence the creature, if it please you," he said through his open 
visor. [Threatening to kill the direwolves] 
ASoS, Arya VIII - Lem paced back and forth, coughing, a long shadow matching him stride for stride, 
while Tom o' Sevens pulled off his boots and rubbed his feet. [Lem has lots of associations with 
death, as emphasised by Radio Westeros in their Brotherhood without Banners episode] 
AFFC, Jaime V - That shadow Tywin cast was long and black, and each of them had to struggle to find 
a little sun. [Tywin’s fearsome reputation, built upon the massacre of the Reynes and Tarbecks] 
 
 
2) Tall shadows 
Making a king 
AGOT, Cat I - The godswood there was a garden, bright and airy, where tall redwoods spread 
dappled shadows across tinkling streams, birds sang from hidden nests, and the air was spicy with 
the scent of flowers. [Riverrun godswood where Robb is pronounced King in the North] 
AGOT, Arya III - Arya peered over the edge and felt the cold black breath on her face. Far below, she 
saw the light of a single torch, small as the flame of a candle. Two men, she made out. 
Their shadows writhed against the sides of the well, tall as giants. …  Flames licked at the cold air. 
The tall shadows were almost on top of her. [Varys and Illyrio, conspiring to make Aegon VI king] 
ACOK, Davos II - Two arms wriggled free, grasping, black fingers coiling around Melisandre's straining 
thighs, pushing, until the whole of the shadow slid out into the world and rose taller than 
Davos, tall as the tunnel, towering above the boat. [Stannis’ shadow baby, birthed in an attempt to 
make Stannis king in truth] 
ACOK, Tyrion XIII - A shadow detached itself from the shadow of the wall, to become a tall man in 
dark grey armor. Sandor Clegane wrenched off his helm with both hands and let it fall to the ground. 
[Sandor Clegane breaks, which almost causes King’s Landing to fall i.e. making Stannis a king] 
ASOS, Davos VI - The nightfire burned against the gathering dark, a great bright beast whose shifting 
orange light threw shadows twenty feet tall across the yard. [Chapter where Davos has the idea to 
send Stannis North] 
ASOS, Davos VI - When Davos left the window his shadow went before him, tall and thin, and fell 
across the Painted Table like a sword. [As Davos tells Stannis to sail North to the Wall: save the 
kingdom to become king, not the other way around] 
AFFC, Cersei I - Shadows loomed around her bed, tall shapes with chain mail glimmering beneath 
their cloaks. [Announce Tywin’s death, whereupon she decides to rule] 
 
Associated with kings 
AGOT, Jon I - When he opened the door, the light from within threw his shadow clear across the 
yard, and for just a moment Tyrion Lannister stood tall as a king. 
AGOT, Bran VII -  In the light of the guttering torch, shadow wolves twenty feet tall fought on the 
wall and roof. [Direwolves fight in the crypts of Winterfell: symbols of the Kings in the North fighting 
by the bodies of the Kings in the North] 
ADWD, Reek I - Its pale light cast the shadows of the tall triangular merlons across the frozen 
ground, a line of sharp black teeth. [The Dreadfort, castle of the Boltons, built when the Boltons used 
to be Kings] 
 
Other 
AGOT, Prologue - A shadow emerged from the dark of the wood. It stood in front of Royce. Tall, it 
was, and gaunt and hard as old bones, with flesh pale as milk. [Night’s King?] 
ACOK, Davos II - King Stannis pointed a finger. "There you err, Onion Knight. Some lights cast more 
than one shadow. Stand before the nightfire and you'll see for yourself. The flames shift and dance, 
never still. The shadows grow tall and short, and every man casts a dozen. Some are fainter than 



others, that's all.” [Melisandre shows Stannis visions in the fire: likely to focus on him becoming king 
i.e. a shadow growing tall] 
ASOS, Jaime I - The island was densely wooded, a tangle of willows, oaks, and tall pines that cast 
deep shadows across the rushing water, hiding snags and the rotted trunks of drowned trees.  
ADWD, Jon VI - "Every man who walks the earth casts a shadow on the world. Some are thin and 
weak, others long and dark. You should look behind you, Lord Snow. The moon has kissed you and 
etched your shadow upon the ice twenty feet tall." [Jon Snow as King of Winter/King in the North?] 
ADWD, Tyrion VIII - "Only their shadows," Moqorro said. "One most of all. A tall and twisted thing 
with one black eye and ten long arms, sailing on a sea of blood." [Euron Crow’s Eye… King of the 
Seven Kingdoms?] 
ADWD, The Prince of Winterfell - The mists were so thick that only the nearest trees were visible; 
beyond them stood tall shadows and faint lights. Candles flickered beside the wandering path and 
back amongst the trees, pale fireflies floating in a warm grey soup. It felt like some strange 
underworld, some timeless place between the worlds, where the damned wandered mournfully for 
a time before finding their way down to whatever hell their sins had earned them. [Winterfell as the 
home of the King of Winter, Lord of the Underworld] 
 
3) Terrible shadows 
Shadowbinding 
ACOK, Dany IV -  Shadows whirled and danced inside a tent, boneless and terrible. [A memory of 
Mirri Maz Duur’s ‘healing’ of Khal Drogo; taught to her in Asshai, home of shadowbinders] 
ASOS, Jaime II - "Oh, very good." Jaime laughed. "Your wits are quicker than mine, I confess it. When 
they found me standing over my dead king, I never thought to say, 'No, no, it wasn't me, it was 
a shadow, a terrible cold shadow.'" [Jaime mocks Brienne’s retelling of Renly’s death; which was 
caused by Mel’s shadowbinding] 
ADWD, Mel - Such shadows as I bring forth here will be terrible, and no creature of the dark will 
stand before them.  
Associated with shadowbinding 
AGOT, Dany IV - Some of the statues were so lovely they took her breath away, others so misshapen 
and terrible that Dany could scarcely bear to look at them. Those, Ser Jorah said, had likely come 
from the Shadow Lands beyond Asshai. [These are the same statues that cast long shadows: they 
come from Asshai, home of shadowbinders and black magics] 
 
4) Alive with: 
Swords 
AGOT, Prologue - No human metal had gone into the forging of that blade. It was alive with 
moonlight, translucent, a shard of crystal so thin that it seemed almost to vanish when seen edge-
on. [The Others’ swords] 
AGOT, Ned X - "And now it begins," said Ser Arthur Dayne, the Sword of the Morning. He 
unsheathed Dawn and held it with both hands. The blade was pale as milkglass, alive with light. 
ACOK, Davos I - The Mother seemed almost to shudder as the flames came licking up her face. A 
longsword had been thrust through her heart, and its leather grip was alive with flame. [During 
Stannis’ Lightbringer ceremony] 
ADWD, Jon III - The sword glowed red and yellow and orange, alive with light. Jon had seen the 
show before… but not like this, never before like this. Lightbringer was the sun made steel. 
 
Dragons 
AGOT, Dany II - The surface of the shell was covered with tiny scales, and as she turned the egg 
between her fingers, they shimmered like polished metal in the light of the setting sun. One egg was 
a deep green, with burnished bronze flecks that came and went depending on how Dany turned it. 



Another was pale cream streaked with gold. The last was black, as black as a midnight sea, yet alive 
with scarlet ripples and swirls. 
AGOT, Dany X - The flames writhed before her like the women who had danced at her wedding, 
whirling and singing and spinning their yellow and orange and crimson veils, fearsome to behold, yet 
lovely, so lovely, alive with heat. 
AGOT, Dany X - As Daenerys Targaryen rose to her feet, her black hissed, pale smoke venting from its 
mouth and nostrils. The other two pulled away from her breasts and added their voices to the call, 
translucent wings unfolding and stirring the air, and for the first time in hundreds of years, the night 
came alive with the music of dragons. 
Mystery Knight – “Be my dog, ser. The night's alive with promise. We can howl together, and wake 
the very gods." [Dragon hatching prominent in the story] 
 
 
Music 
ACOK, Dany IV - Shafts of sunlight slanted through windows of stained glass, and the air 
was alive with the most beautiful music she had ever heard. [HotU, fake Undying ones] 
AGOT, Tyrion II - "The wolfswood," Benjen Stark called it, and indeed their nights came alive with 
the howls of distant packs, and some not so distant.  
ASOS, Jaime III - The nights were alive with howling of wolves, but they saw no people. And the 
Starks know no music but the howling of wolves. 
TWOIAF, Ancient History: 10,000 ships - There was Ghoyan Drohe in the Velvet Hills, with its groves 
and waterfalls; Ny Sar, the city of fountains, alive with song; Ar Noy on the Qhoyne, with its halls of 
green marble; pale Sar Mell of the flowers; sea-girt Sarhoy with its canals and saltwater gardens; and 
Chroyane, greatest of all, the festival city with its great Palace of Love. 
 
Other 
AGOT, Cat I - Worship was a septon with a censer, the smell of incense, a seven-sided crystal alive 
with light, voices raised in song. 
AGOT, Tyrion VIII - It was twilight, and the air was alive with drifting fireflies. [This is the night before 
the Battle of the Green Fork, a strong Lightbringer metaphor] 
ACOK, Cat IV - The candles within Renly's pavilion made the shimmering silken walls seem to glow, 
transforming the great tent into a magical castle alive with emerald light. [This is yet another 
Lightbringer metaphor] 
AFFC, Capt of the Guards - There children frolicked naked in the sun, music played in tiled 
courtyards, and the air was sharp with the smell of lemons and blood oranges. Here the air smelled 
of dust, sweat, and smoke, and the nights were alive with the babble of voices. 
ADWD, Jon VI - In the shadow of the Wall, the direwolf brushed up against his fingers. For half a 
heartbeat the night came alive with a thousand smells, and Jon Snow heard the crackle of the crust 
breaking on a patch of old snow. 
AFFC, Cersei III - The tower went up with a whoosh. In half a heartbeat its interior was alive with 
light, red, yellow, orange . . . and green, an ominous dark green, the color of bile and jade and 
pyromancer's piss.  
AFFC, Brienne V - They crossed a dozen slow-flowing streams alive with frogs and crickets, watched 
terns floating high above the bay, heard the sandpipers calling from amongst the dunes. 
 
5) Pale fire 
Dragons 
AGOT, Dany X -  Ser Jorah was shouting behind her, but he did not matter anymore, only the fire 
mattered. … She saw crimson firelions and great yellow serpents and unicorns made of pale blue 
flame; she saw fish and foxes and monsters, wolves and bright birds and flowering trees, each more 
beautiful than the last. [Vision occurs during the birth of the dragons] 



 
Flaming swords i.e. dragons 
AGOT, Dany IX - Ghosts lined the hallway, dressed in the faded raiment of kings. In their hands were 
swords of pale fire. They had hair of silver and hair of gold and hair of platinum white, and their eyes 
were opal and amethyst, tourmaline and jade.  
ACOK, Davos I - The man had made for a colorful spectacle, his red robes flapping while his blade 
writhed with pale green flames, but everyone knew there was no true magic to it, and in the end 
his fire had guttered out and Bronze Yohn Royce had brained him with a common mace. [Thoros of 
Myr, using a flaming sword in a melee] 
ASOS, Jon VIII - A dozen jars of lamp oil had been lined up on the precipice. Pyp ran down the line 
with a torch, setting them alight. Owen the Oaf followed, shoving them over the edge one by one. 
Tongues of pale yellow fire swirled around the jars as they plunged downward. When the last was 
gone, Grenn kicked loose the chocks on a barrel of pitch and sent it rumbling and rolling over the 
edge as well. The sounds below changed to shouts and screams, sweet music to their ears. [Night’s 
Watch vows – We are the swords in the darkness … the fire that burns against the cold] 

 NB: Dragons are “death and devastation, a flaming sword above the world” [Xaro Xhoan 
Daxos in Dany III, ADWD]. 

 
Viserion 
ADWD, The Dragontamer - The dragon knew his name. His head turned, and his gaze lingered on the 
Dornish prince for three long heartbeats. Pale fires burned behind the shining black daggers of his 
teeth. His eyes were lakes of molten gold, and smoke rose from his nostrils. [Quentyn fails to tame 
Viserion] 
TWOW, Tyrion I - The dragon caught one burning body just as it began to fall, crunching it between 
his jaws as pale fires ran across his teeth. White wings cracked against the morning air, and the 
beast began to climb again.  
 
6) White fire 
R’hllor 
ASOS, Davos VI - Melisandre cried, "We thank you for Stannis, by your grace our king. We thank you 
for the pure white fire of his goodness, for the red sword of justice in his hand, for the love he bears 
his leal people. Guide him and defend him, R'hllor, and grant him strength to smite his foes." 
 
Dragonbinder horn 
AFFC, The Drowned Man - And now the glyphs were burning brightly, every line and letter 
shimmering with white fire.  
 


